Orang-utan Class Newsletter
Term 6
Dear Parents/Carers,
Wow! What a busy term this has been and how it has flown by! The children have all worked very hard and
embarked on their SATs test with such a positive attitude (which was noticed by many members of the school) well
done to all of Orang-utan Class! We have also completed a unit of work based on the story Snow White in New
York; again all of the children worked very hard on this and produced some great instructions, report writing and
pieces of art work. The highlight of this term has to be the children creating the mocktails which they had
designed – they were all rather spectacular!
Next term will be an even busier time with so many exciting things to look forward to.
Sports Day is planned for the third week, year 6 have started to think about their Leavers’ Race and have lots of
exciting ideas.
We also have our trip to Devon which will be the focus of our topic work for before and after the trip.
And not forgetting the Year 6 performance; the children have started to learn the songs and we will be putting
these together with the script which the children have started to write.
Next term we will also be covering the next stage in Sex and Relationships (more information to follow).
SPELLINGS: in term 6 the spelling focus will be on recapping words from the year 6 spelling list. We will have a
different selection of words each week and will continue to use a variety of methods to learn them.


PE: We will be having outside PE every Monday (outdoor kit will be essential this term) and indoor PE every
Thursday, but we would ask that your child has all their PE kit in school each day as the timetable can change
due to the weather and other unforeseen circumstances. (PE kits should include a change of socks, especially
for girls who are wearing tights!)

Thank you for your continuing support and I hope that you all have an enjoyable break.
Best wishes,
Claire Hale
Key Areas of Study for Term 6
MATHS

Reviewing and revising: number, shape
and space, measures and fractions.
Developing investigative skills to
include predictions and conclusions

ART / DT

ENGLISH

Short stories
Writing based around Devon

SCIENCE

Life Cycles

Computing

Developing a simple game

FRENCH

Athletics
Rounders
Places

Sikhism – teachings and beliefs

MUSIC

The Year 6 production

RE

PSHE

Still life through painting

PE

Sex and Relationships
Moving on

